
Art of Choice brings you a 'no-bullshit' approach to art. We believe in
democratizing the art world, breaking down "art talk," and making art accessible to

all. Enjoy reading!
 
With our bi-monthly newsletter, we give you our Art of Choice: choice of exhibits currently on view,

choice of highlights from fairs and other happenings, choice of original artist interviews, and more.

Each newsletter will highlight our choice from the pulse of the art world, featuring the hottest finds

from artists at every stage in their careers.

Interview
This week we interviewed Maysha Mohamedi.

Los Angeles-based artist Maysha Mohamedi makes large-scale abstract paintings whose bold colors and

mark-making represent certain moments in her life. Mohamedi translates her everyday experiences as a

woman, a mother, a wife, and an immigrant onto her canvases, pulling inspiration from the iconic

calligraphic lines of Farsi, her native language. Here, we learn more about Mohamedi’s intriguing

practice.

For our full interview with Mohamedi, click here.
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Review



One of our absolute favorite artists Julie Curtiss has opened her debut show at Anton
Kern Gallery and it is not to be missed!

We have eagerly been following along with Julie Curtiss’s rise, keeping our eyes on her work wherever it

has popped up over the last few years. In Wildlife, the artist’s first exhibition at her newly appointed New

York-based gallery, Anton Kern, we are graced with a new body of work that leaves our palettes

delectably satisfied.

For our full review of Julie Curtiss' Wildlife, now on view at  Anton Kern, click here.

Upcoming: The Whitney Biennial 2019 

https://www.artofchoice.co/julie-curtiss-debut-at-anton-kern-is-delectably-satisfying/


The Whitney Biennial (May 17 - Sep 22, 2019) is an unmissable event for anyone interested in finding out

what’s happening in art today. Curators Jane Panetta and Rujeko Hockley have been visiting artists over

the past year in search of the most important and relevant work. Featuring seventy-five artists and

collectives working in painting, sculpture, installation, film and video, photography, performance, and

sound, the 2019 Biennial takes the pulse of the contemporary artistic moment. Introduced by the

Museum’s founder Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney in 1932, the Biennial is the longest-running exhibition in

the country to chart the latest developments in American art. (Text: The Whitney Museum)

A full list of participants can be found below:

Eddie Arroyo, Korakrit Arunanondchai, Olga Balema, Morgan Bassichis, Blitz Bazawule, Alexandra

Bell, Brian Belott, Meriem Bennani, Robert Bittenbender, Lucas Blalock, Garrett Bradley, Milano

Chow, Colectivo Los Ingrávidos, Thirza Cuthand, John Edmonds, Nicole Eisenman, Janiva Ellis, Kota

Ezawa, Brendan Fernandes, FIERCE and Paper, Tiger Television, Marcus Fischer, Forensic

Architecture, Ellie Ga, Nicholas Galanin, Sofía Gallisá Muriente, Jeffrey Gibson, Todd Gray, Sam

Green, Barbara Hammer, Ilana Harris-Babou, Matthew Angelo Harrison, Curran Hatleberg, Madeline

Hollander, Iman Issa, Tomashi Jackson, Steffani Jemison, Adam Khalil, Zack Khalil, and Jackson

Polys, Christine Sun Kim, Josh Kline, Autumn Knight, Carolyn Lazard, Maia Ruth Lee, Simone

Leigh, Daniel Lind-Ramos, James Luna, Eric N. Mack, Calvin Marcus, Tiona Nekkia McClodden, Troy

Michie, Joe Minter, Keegan Monaghan, Caroline Monnet, Darius Clark Monroe, Ragen Moss, Sahra

Motalebi, Marlon Mullen, Jeanette Mundt, Wangechi Mutu, Las Nietas de Nonó (Lydela Nonó and Michel

Nonó), Jenn Nkiru, Laura Ortman, Jennifer Packer, nibia pastrana santiago, Elle Pérez, Pat Phillips, Gala

Porras-Kim, Walter Price, Carissa Rodriguez, Paul Mpagi Sepuya, Heji Shin, Diane Simpson, Martine



Syms, Kyle Thurman, Mariana Valencia, Agustina Woodgate

For more information visit their site here.

Los Angeles Shows to See Right Now
So much is happening in Los Angeles, so here are some gallery exhibitions that you don't

want to miss out on:

Pictured from L-R: Eliza Douglas at Overduin & Co, Tomm El-Saieh at Matthew Brown

Gallery, Genesis Belanger at Ghebaly Gallery, Robert Russell at Anat Ebgi.

Artist
In every newsletter we feature one artist we are crushing on and highlight why we are
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such fans of their work. This newsletter features Paola Pivi.

PAOLA PIVI
Paola Pivi originally began making full scale

multicolored feather-covered bears while she

lived in India. The country’s vibrant visual

culture and kaleidoscopic color palette manifest

in this work. Pivi had previously lived in Alaska.

Her chosen home and an environment with a

minimalist color palette and home to mythic

animals. Here she recast the planet’s biggest

land-based carnivores as luminous otherworldly

feathered creatures. Pivi’s body of work is deeply

personal and enigmatic. She drops hints like

bread crumbs, allowing the viewer to establish

their own understandings and interpretation.

The commingling of the familiar and the alien

are a common calling card of Pivi’s practice. (Text

& images courtesy of Perrotin)

https://www.perrotin.com/exhibitions/paola_pivi-we-are-the-baby-gang/6806


Nude of the Week
Art of Choice's feature, Nude of the Week, highlights an artist portraying the naked human
body in a way that is both beautiful and contemporary. This feature also lives on our
Instagram, so be on the look out for your weekly nude! #SendNudes

This week's nude is by Jenna Gribbon.

JENNA GRIBBON
Jenna Gribbon uses first-person narration in

order to reclaim the gaze upon which viewers

interpret her work. The women Gribbon renders

are sensual, yet consumed in their own activity

and aloof to the viewer. Gribbon believes that for

the audience to experience pleasure in viewing,

so, too, should the subject be able to engage in

that same pleasure. Her portrayals combine

intimate personal experiences with historical

references, balancing multiple styles of

representation on the same plane to create a

sense of ambiguity; though Gribbon’s work

appears light and easeful, under the surface,

there is much more at stake.

Pictured here: "Elizabeth Working Out Poses For

Her Diana Sculpture," 2019 (Image courtesy of

Fredericks & Freiser Gallery)

If you like what you read, help us spread the love for Art of Choice by letting
your friends know they can subscribe here!
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